The impact of infectious disease is often very different in juveniles and adults, but theory has focused 1 on the drivers of stage-dependent defense in hosts rather than stage-dependent virulence evolution. Stage-structure has the potential to be important to the evolution of pathogens because it exposes 3 parasites to heterogeneous environments in terms of both host characteristics and transmission routes. We show that selection on virulence against adults remains consistent with the classic theory. However, 7 the evolution of juvenile virulence is sensitive to both demography and contact structure with higher 8 virulence against juveniles being favored either when the contact structure is assortative (juveniles 9 preferentially interact together) and the juvenile stage is short, or in contrast when the contact structure 10 is disassortative and the juvenile stage is long. These results can be understood in the context of Fisher's 11 reproductive value theory and highlight the potentially profound effects of host stage-structure on 12 determining parasite virulence in nature. This new perspective may have broad implications for both 13 understanding and managing disease severity.
Introduction
as adaptive properties of the parasites (Fig 1) . adult) stage can in concert drive the evolution of stage-specific virulence. We develop a mathematical 48 model and explore the evolutionary outcomes of stage-specific virulence under different patterns 49 of contacts across stages. We explicitly model the stage-structured host population dynamics for 50 juveniles and adults including explicit epidemiology, and analyze the evolutionary dynamics using 51 the adaptive dynamics toolbox [33, 34] . We first show that the evolutionary outcomes of virulence 52 against adults ("adult-virulence") follow classic results such that background mortality rate in adults 53 favors higher virulence. Second, we show that the evolutionary outcomes of virulence against juveniles 54 ("juvenile-virulence") are critically impacted by the interplay between assortativity and maturation. We 55 explain the results in terms of Fisher's reproductive value to account for life-history evolution of parasites
56
[19, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and in terms of transmission pathways (and thus the pathways to reproductive success of 57 parasites). We find a number of robust examples in the empirical literature that match our predictions 58 and therefore highlight the importance of age-structure to the evolution of infectious disease. 
Method

60
We consider a host population subdivided into juvenile (J) and adult (A) stages, in which juveniles 61 are obviously incapable of reproduction. The density of susceptible or infected juveniles is denoted S J or 62 I J respectively, and that of susceptible or infected adults is denoted S A or I A respectively. Combining an 63 epidemiological SI-model with a stage-structured model [59] yields the following ordinary differential 64 equations (ODEs): 
78
Using the basic property of the exponential distributions, we get:
where the latter is conditional on successful maturation to adulthood. Second, the probability of 80 successful maturation of a susceptible juvenile to its adulthood, denoted P AJ , is given by:
Therefore, the fraction of the average time that is spent in the adult stage ("post-maturation span") is
82
given by: within-stage contact is more likely than between-stage contact ("assortative" contact). ρ 0 indicates 97 that contact is unbiased ("random" contact). In the extreme case, ρ 1 (or −1) indicates that contact
98
(and consequently transmission) occurs exclusively within stages.
99
A final ingredient is the transmission-virulence trade-off, formulated by:
where k X tunes the degree of steepness or the efficiency of virulence for infectiousness from stage-X 101 hosts; b X represent the upper bounds of infectiousness from stage-X hosts. Here, we have assumed that
where
(the total density of the hosts), µ
(the loss rate of infected 115 juveniles with maturation being included), and µ
(the mortality rate of infected adults).
116
The decomposition of G ′ into the product of matrices allows for a natural interpretation by partitioning juveniles to adults being included (the fifth matrix).
123
The invasion fitness is given by the dominant eigenvalue of 
(also see [39, 68, 70, 74] ). The condition for the mutant type to outcompete the wild type (i.e., invadability
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at v ′ v ("neutrality"). Evolution ceases at which both 131 gradients are nullified ("Singular Strategy", SS).
132
We assess two stability criteria of the singular strategy. The first criterion, attainability [75, 76] and thus we do not detail the stability analyses below (Appendix). We will hereafter superscriptize an 138 asterisk ( * ) on CSS.
139
We use the following default parameter-values: 
Results
145
We first derive the selection gradient along v A :
which is consistent with a number of previous studies: under the transmission-virulence trade-off,
147
higher exploitation is expected to increase the infectiousness (i.e., a marginal benefit) at the immediate 
167
We looked at the effects of (i) post-maturation span θ A and (ii) stage-assortativity ρ, on SS. Strikingly, 
172
In contrast, SS for juvenile-virulence is dramatically affected by the densities of susceptible 173 hosts (ecological feedback), the adult virulence (epidemiological feedback), and stage-assortativity (demographic feedback). This is because the parasites infecting the juveniles can utilize two pathways of transmission: either from the juvenile (to any susceptible hosts), or from the adult who has successfully matured from the juvenile stage. The analytical expression for v against the assortatvity (ρ, abscissa) and post-maturation span (θ A , ordinate).
181
We found that either disassortative hosts with a long post-maturation span or assortative hosts with 182 a short post-maturation span select for higher virulence against juveniles. This result slightly changes
183
given stage-specific mortality rates (m J m A ), but the general trend is robust (Fig 3A-C) . The incorporation of the maturation of the hosts in our model shows that higher parasite exploitation juvenile pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), but had no effect on mortality risk for adults. Salmon 
